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Finch Merlin and the Djinn's Curse
A dark past. A hidden power. A dangerous enemy. Harley Merlin has a lot of unanswered
questions in her life. What drove her father to kill her mother? How can she know the true
extent of her magical abilities? Has Wade Crowley always been this annoying? After the
violent gargoyle incident that left many dead, Harley fears what other evil tricks her psychotic
aunt has up her sleeve. When she discovers that magical foster kids like herself are in danger,
she knows she must do whatever it takes to protect them. And it turns out that Tatyana, the
Coven's resident ghost-whisperer, is also willing to make sacrifices and has secrets of her own
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Continue the journey. Buy now *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts*

Whiskey Secrets
Finch is in deep, with no surface in sight. He hadn't expected a welcoming party when they
whirlpooled into Atlantis--although "welcoming" isn't exactly the right word. More like "mildly
hostile." As descendants of the powerful Primus Anglicus, the Atlanteans are not to be trifled
with. But Erebus isn't leaving until he gets what he wants--and neither is Davin. Caught in the
midst of a political battle royale, Finch can only ride out the waves. And he knows he'll be lucky
to escape this underwater prison without leaving anyone behind. For Melody, being trapped in
an ancient, unfamiliar city is a dream come true. She hungers to fill the gaps in her knowledge,
and Atlantis is a delicious buffet, from love potions and Death Day celebrations to beautiful and
dangerous creatures. Navigating this new world isn't so scary with her trusty bodyguard by her
side, though she must protect her own heart. History has shown that the Librarian isn't
supposed to fall in love but what if it's already too late? Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the
reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

The Gender Game
Few have found this fabled city. One final ingredient. With a mapped location and vials of
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Sanguine blood, Finch needs one last component to unlock the gateway to the lost city. If only
that didn't mean returning to the place he despises most--Eris Island. After learning his
chances of escaping servitude are next to nil, Finch vows to find another out. And his only shot
means chasing after his greatest enemy. Plus, a certain Goddess of Light won't stop sticking
her nose into his business Ryann realizes that Erebus sees her as collateral for coercing
Finch--but, oh, how he underestimates her. She's helped Finch before, and she'll do everything
in her human power to make sure he survives this mission. At the same time, she can't
continue keeping secrets from Adam. He's the perfect boyfriend, but Finch he's the one who
makes her feel most alive. Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts.*

Harley Merlin and the Secret Coven
The lost city lies beyond a locked gateway. But the key is not what it seems Now a map-maker
extraordinaire, Finch must find the place Erebus so desperately seeks--although the how and
why remain unclear. And a certain vengeful Necromancer is bent on beating Erebus to the
punch, and he'd be more than happy to make Finch collateral damage. With his friends' lives
on the line, Finch will fall back on his old trickster ways to get his hands on the gateway's key.
In secret, he plans to uncover a loophole, a way to end his servitude for good. The answer
might lie in Erebus's past servants and their storied history with the djinn The djinn have lost
their connection to Erebus, and Raffe doesn't know how much longer he can cope before his
alter ego goes insane. That's the only reason he agrees to travel halfway across the world to
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find answers for Finch. Raffe aches to end the djinn curse that threatens his future with
Santana, but he'd have to achieve the impossible: separate himself from the demon within. Buy
now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

Harley Merlin 14
Through his personality, ingenuity and ability, Wallace initiated a resistance movement which
ultimately secured the nation's freedom and independence. This title investigates what is
known of the medieval warrior's career. It examines his reputation, from the time of his
horrendous execution onwards.

Harley Merlin 13
What lies beyond the tear? After achieving sanctuary in Scotland, Lyra, Dorian, and their clan
have earned a much-deserved reprieve. But they cannot sit still for long. Darkness rises,
unchecked, in both realms, while the tear continues to widen. With Alan's chilling words ringing
in their ears, it is time to face what Dorian has put off for so long: a return to the Immortal
Plane. Lyra remembers her small glimpse into that world, but this time, she will be on the
ground, along with a small human-vampire team led by Dorian and Kane. It would be
treacherous enough without Dorian's attraction for her causing near-lethal heartburn but maybe
this journey will help them with that, too. Together, the team must search for the truth to end
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the madness. And discover just how deep the darkness lies. Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in
the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

Harley Merlin 11
Harley Merlin 2
"On the run from the Coven she used to call home, Harley Merlin knows that Katherine's power
and influence are spreading like a poison. And she has no doubt that Katherine will follow
through with her promise to torture and kill her friends, one by one"--Back cover.

Dragon of the Red Dawn
Blueprint for Action provides a framework for understanding the dynamics of organizational
change in early care and education settings. It helps administrators move beyond a "quick fix"
notion of center improvement by serving as a guide for organizational analysis and action. The
book details a comprehensive method for assessing program strengths and areas in need of
improvement. The heart of this approach is an individualized model of supervision and staff
development. Woven throughout the text are numerous vignettes connecting the concepts to
real-life situations experienced by early childhood administrators. The book includes 26
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assessment tools and 12 worksheets that directors can adapt for use in their own programs.

Darklight
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a
new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and Annie are headed to a land of fierce samurai
and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of Tokyo), in ancient Japan in the 1600s.
They bring only a research book to guide them and a magic wand with three special rules.
Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #37, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House
Merlin Mission #9: Dragon of the Red Dawn. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack
and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Harley Merlin 10
"Now a map-maker extraordinaire, Finch must find the place Erebus so desperately
seeks--although the "how" and "why" remain unclear. And a certain vengeful Necromancer is
bent on beating Erebus to the punch, and he'd be more than happy to make Finch collateral
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damage. With his friends' lives on the line, Finch will fall back on his old trickster ways to get
his hands on the gateway's key. In secret, he plans to uncover a loophole, a way to end his
servitude for good. The answer might lie in Erebus's past servants and their storied history with
the djinn The djinn have lost their connection to Erebus, and Raffe doesn't know how much
longer he can cope before his alter ego goes insane. That's the only reason he agrees to travel
halfway across the world to find answers for Finch. Raffe aches to end the djinn curse that
threatens his future with Santana, but he'd have to achieve the impossible: separate himself
from the demon within."--Back cover.

Harley Merlin 16
What's a guy gotta do to appease an evil god? It's been a year since Katherine tried to take
over the world, and Finch Merlin is itching to do something other than odd jobs for Erebus, God
of Darkness. Erebus promises he'll free Finch of his servitude after he completes one final
task--finding the Fountain of Youth. Finch has no idea why Erebus wants eternal youth, since
the guy is already an immortal being. All the secrecy makes Finch uneasy, but he has no
choice but to obey. He knows he'll get by with a little help from his friends, namely his old pal
Garrett, who's still dealing with the whole "being resurrected" thing. There's also Ryann,
Harley's foster sister, now a regular at the San Diego Coven. Whenever she's around, Finch
feels butterflies in his stomach. Or maybe it's just a bad case of indigestion. Together, they'll
infiltrate the flashy world of the magical elite in search of a rare artifact, one that will help them
capture a poltergeist--the angry ghost of famed adventurer Ponce de León. Finch's adventures
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have only just begun, with plenty of old and new friends and foes. Buy now. *Beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

The Arts of Influence
Most students are here to learn. But for Persie Merlin-Crowley, it's a matter of life or death.
Persie has done it - she's officially a student at the prestigious Basani Institute. With her best
friend Genie by her side, she's ready to learn the skill of monster hunting no matter the cost.
Otherwise, she may never be able to control Leviathan's "gift." But when Persie Purges
something rare and extraordinary, her future at the Institute becomes unclear. And when
students start disappearing soon afterward, much more than just a degree is suddenly at risk.
Continue the journey Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts.*

Harley Merlin 8
Welcome to Finch Merlin and the BLOOD TIE. Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts.*

Mandeville's Travels
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Magical mapmaking is an ancient art--and also a major pain. At least, Finch can't help but feel
that way, since Erebus transported him to the Mapmakers' Monastery with little to no
instructions. Now, he's stranded on some Greek island until he can learn how to draw maps to
places he thought only existed in legends, like El Dorado and Shangri-La. Only the worthiest of
magicals can attain such a rare skill. The weak are weeded out through nearly impossible tests
that involve mind-bending poisons, weird plants, and pottery-making? But Finch isn't the only
one looking to learn the art of mapmaking. Magicals from all over the world are drawn to the
Monastery. As Finch encounters both greedy treasure hunters and knowledge-hungry
explorers, he must decide who is trustworthy and who has more sinister intentions. When
Erebus knocks on her door, Kenzie is roped into delivering secret messages to Finch using her
ability to Morph into the bodies of animals. In exchange, the God of Darkness will reveal what
she wants most: to find the lowlife who cursed her mother. Both Finch and Kenzie know they're
pawns in Erebus's long game--but to what end? Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts.*

Harley Merlin 3
The Goddess of Discord finally rules the world Without magic, Harley knows the odds of
defeating Katherine are stacked against them. Yet a sliver of hope survives in the pages of her
parents' Grimoire. The final, mind-boggling spell entails making a deal with a Child of Chaos.
But what must be offered in return? Finch wants to be the one who ends Katherine. Mother
Dearest brought him into the world, and he wants to take her out. He will give anything for that
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chance--even his life. Meanwhile, Katherine needs Harley's body, or her carefully crafted
façade will crumble. And she can't let that happen, not when she's so close to becoming a
goddess walking the Earth. Unbeknownst to them all, Chaos still has surprises in store--ones
that not even Eris herself could predict--in a showdown of epic proportions. Buy now! *Beware
of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*

The Wallace Book
Consume the Spirit of Thine Greatest Enemy, in the Land of Erebus, on All Hallows' Eve
Harley has a game plan to stop the third ritual: infiltrate the Cult of Eris and steal back her
mother's soul. But her only way in is through her devious half-brother Finch--the same guy who
was Katherine's most devoted bootlicker not too long ago. Joining a cult counts as sibling
bonding time, right? Left with no choice but to break Finch out of prison, Harley must play the
part of a loyal cultist. Within Katherine's inner circle, deadly initiation trials and watchful
enemies make every moment a battle for survival. Harley hasn't forgotten that Finch once
belonged to the cult himself, and she wonders if she'll end up with a valuable new ally or a
knife in the back. Buy now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler
alerts.*

Harley Merlin 17
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"The evolution of railroad safety, Aldrich argues, involved the interplay of market forces,
science and technology, and legal and public pressures. He considers the railroad as a system
in its entirety: operational realities, technical constraints, economic history, internal politics, and
labor management. Aldrich shows that economics initially encouraged American carriers to
build and operate cheap and dangerous lines. Only over time did the trade-off between safety
and output - shaped by labor markets and public policy - motivate carriers to develop
technological improvements that enhanced both productivity and safety."--BOOK JACKET.

Fourteenth Century Verse and Prose
"I celebrated when vampires were declared extinct. Those monsters had preyed on humanity
for millennia, committing senseless, brutal murders. Like the rest of my colleagues at the
Occult Bureau, I looked forward to a world where we could all sleep at night--where constant
cover-up jobs were no longer required to keep the public calm and unaware. But the end of
vampires wasn't the end of our problems. It was only the beginning"--Publisher marketing.

Harley Merlin 7
The looming war with Darrow has faded to a distant shadow, but Will's continued studies at
Wurthaven are disrupted by an unforeseen threat. Selene's absence has raised suspicion
among her friends and more importantly the king, who is now directing his ire at the obvious
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culprit, her new husband. Meanwhile the citizens of Cerria have begun disappearing and a
shadowy figure is stalking Will's half-sister, Laina.With his power pushed to the limit, Will finds
himself attempting to preserve a family that rejected him from enemies he never knew existedall while trying to save a city whose king might rather see him dead. Desperate for help, he
may not be able to trust the powers that have helped him in the past, for the fae could be the
source of the catastrophe, even as they offer their assistance-for a price.Evil stalks the streets
of Cerria at night, seeking the heart's blood of his family, the destruction of the city, and the
death of the king. Will may have to decide what is most important for Terabinia, preserving the
people of its most prosperous city, or saving its questionable ruler?

Darklight 3
"A sizzling, chemistry-filled enemies-to-lovers romance, which is both crackaliciously addictive
and angst-central. I couldn't get enough of Nash and Em. One of my favorite books of the
year." - L.J. Shen, USA Today Bestselling AuthorFrom USA Today bestselling author Parker S.
Huntington comes an enemies-to-lovers, slow-burn romance full of revenge and a dash of
fate."She could enjoy her pretty, perfect world a little longer. Soon enough, everything she
owned would be mine."I had a plan to escape the friend zone.Step one: sneak into Reed's
room.Step two: sleep with him.But when the lights turned on, it wasn't familiar blue eyes I
saw.These were dark, angry, and full of demons.And they belonged to Reed's much older
brother.Four years later, Nash Prescott is no longer the help's angry son.I'm no longer the
town's prized princess.At twenty-two, I'm broke, in need of a job.At thirty-two, he's a billionaire,
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in need of revenge.Who cares if my family ruined his?Who cares if he looks at me with pure
loathing?Who cares if every task he assigns me is designed to torture?I need the
money.Simple as that.I'll suffer his cruelty in silence, knowing there's one thing he wants more
than revenge?Me.

Second Chance Charmer
" Time is running out. For the final ritual, Katherine will sacrifice twelve magicals with rare
abilities. Harley has already lost so much, and she can't bear to sacrifice anything more. She
will protect her friends at all costs--even if that means flying solo against the greatest evil the
world has ever known. With her parents' Grimoire, Harley finally has a weapon capable of
overpowering Katherine. If only she could figure out how to reveal the hidden pages within, to
perform the spell Chaos itself has written. And the spell may reveal more than she's bargained
for All Katherine wants is to be Queen of Everything--is that so much to ask? Her little niece
has been a real thorn in her side, but that's all about to change. Pity she can't kill Harley just
yet, since the girl is still useful. There's also the matter of that too-handsome Necromancer,
Davin Doncaster. From personal experience, Katherine knows one should never trust a pretty
face."--Amazon.

Scholar of Magic
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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Devious Lies
A family story for the twenty-first century, based on the phenomenally popular Texts from
Bennett Tumblr blog, this epistolary novel chronicles the year that Bennett and the rest of his
freeloading family moved into his cousin Mac's household. Hardworking Kansas City rapper
Mac Lethal has a problem, and its name is Bennett. His wannabe gangsta cousin is seventeen,
uses drugs and foul language, claims to be 13 percent black, and swears he speaks "da
female language." (Strangely that last one sort of seems true.) But as different as they are,
when Bennett and his mom lose their home, Mac’s got their backs. They’re family after all.
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Sure, it takes patience to live with the eternally smoked-out Bennett and the pill-popped Aunt
Lily, but he can handle it. You know who can’t? Mac’s very pretty, very WASPy, very uptight
girlfriend. So as his once-peaceful household gets completely crazy, Mac learns that wanna-beCrips are thicker than water, that his little cousin—flawed, irreverent, and basically a Saturday
morning cartoon gone horribly wrong—has become his mentor, and that he really has no idea
what’s up with girls.

Harley Merlin 19
"Without us, evil will continue to grow. In the end, it will consume everything. Everyone." Sink
deeper into the enthralling world of Darklight

Beautiful Monster
Liam Swift is a young man Amy has always admired from afar. She's seen his face a thousand
times; on the screen and in magazines. He seems unstoppable as his talent and beauty send
him hurtling toward becoming a Hollywood legend Until one day - in what appears to be a fit of
madness - he stuns the world by throwing it all away. Not even the most persistent reporter
can fathom the reason behind Liam's decision. Never in Amy's wildest dreams could she have
imagined this God of acting would go on to accept employment at her local boarding school. Or
that he'd personally start teaching her drama lessons. It seems life can't get much better for
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Amy until the sound of tortured weeping starts echoing through the thin walls of her dorm room
each night, leading her to stumble upon a horrifying secret Liam had hoped to keep hidden
forever. Scroll up & click the buy button now

Darklight 2
"Harley is a ticking time bomb, ready to detonate with uncontrollable magic. The only solution?
Find the Voodoo Queen of New Orleans, make some risky deals, and balance the Light and
Darkness within her--before she's torn apart, atom by atom."--

Blueprint for Action
A young Merlin goes to high school to recruit candidates to pull Excalibur and prevent a natural
disaster, but winds up battling his brother for the control of the sword and the one girl who can
save them.

Death Rode the Rails
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite Continue the journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order now!
*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
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Harley Merlin 6
How does one become an all-powerful Child of Chaos? That's what Harley desperately needs
to find out before her unhinged aunt raises the death toll. All she knows for sure is that magical
kids are missing, and they somehow fit into Katherine Shipton's grand scheme. Now that
Harley is an official member of the San Diego Coven, she feels more responsible than ever for
its protection--and that of the magical world. But she's got a whole lot more on her plate than
that. There's a traitor lurking within the Coven. She still yearns to know the secrets contained
within her parents' Grimoire. And there's also the fact that she might actually have feelings for
a certain stubborn, green-eyed dude All the while, Santana faces her own demons, with a
magical Purge building within her and a crush on a boy with a dark side, one that might just
lead them to real answers. Continue the journey. Buy now *Beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts.*

Texts from Bennett
The Gender GameBy Bella Forrest

My Merlin Awakening
Read the gender-bent bestselling trilogy. For fans of haunted houses, mermaids, the Minotaur
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and Greek mythology. If you haven't broken the rules, have you really lived? Excalibur has
been pulled from the stone, but why is it here? Ryan DuLac's got bigger problems--as student
president, she's got to put on the Prom. While the Wizard Council debates their next move, she
heads home. But she can't hide forever. Sooner than she'd like Merlin (aka Matt) has her
chasing mermaids on the trail of the Fisher King. The wounded King defeated by Merlin's
brother, Vane, in the past holds the key to save the future. On the journey, Ryan begins to
realize the friends she thought she knew, she may not know at all. At a time of shifting
alliances, she must decide whose side she's on--the brother who struggles to do right or the
brother who dares to break the rules? And Ryan must decide who she is--a regular or a
champion? One wrong decision and her family falls apart. One wrong decision and the world
falls apart. No pressure. From Boston to Greece, take the road trip and join the adventure in
My Merlin Awakening. ~Excerpt My Merlin Awakening~ A gust of frosty wind spurred us to
hurry. Vane grabbed me. “DuLac, let’s chat.” Chat. British-speak for “Stand still while I yell at
you.”

Harley Merlin 18
Continue Navan and Riley's EPIC journey in Book 2 of the Hotbloods series. Order now
*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*

Harley Merlin 12
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Willow Haven's content. Okay, that's a lie, but she has been trying her damndest. Trouble is, it
never sticks. Second oldest in a family her town was named after, she's always felt the
pressure. From the townspeople, from her sisters, but most of all from her daddy--the original
Good Old Boy and Havenbrook's reigning mayor. The only time she didn't feel that stress had
been those blissful months spent in the arms of the resident bad boy. The same one who
broke her heart beyond repair when he left without a word. Life hasn't come easy for Finn
Thomas. He's had to claw and fight for everything he's ever had--and truth be told, it hasn't
been much. He spent the first eighteen years of his life living so far from the wrong side of the
tracks, he couldn't even see them through his trailer window. The only thing that ever came
easy for him and made his sorry ass happy was the one girl he loved with all his heart. And the
one thing he had no choice but to leave behind. When an opportunity arises to return to his
tiny, southern hometown and open the first bar in a formerly dry county, he jumps at the
chance. That won't win him points with the mayor, who's hell bent on making Finn's life a
nightmare for sullying his namesake. But too bad for Mayor Haven, Finn's got his sights set on
more than just the town, and this time he won't be scared off quite so easily.

Harley Merlin 9
Effective working relationships depend on our ability to go beyond our own interests and
consider the needs of others. Despite this, the simple reality is that our needs must be met.
Relationship management is not a feel-good exercise. It's not about taking a client to a ball
game or having lunch at a trendy restaurant. It certainly is not about having a group hug every
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time there is a challenge. It's about keeping distance and perspective. It's about being
professional and working with others to satisfy our first priority – getting what we need and
advancing our interests. This is a highly practical book written by a former VP of Strategic
Alliance Management for one of Canada's largest financial institutions who has managed
workplace relationships for more than thirty years. It provides a wealth of principles, ideas and
techniques to help establish an effective and professionally distant relationship based on soft
power – our ability to influence others. "Having sat at the opposite end of a negotiation table
from Hugh MacDonald, I can attest to his skillful ability to deal with tenuous issues in a
diplomatic and direct way. He is a true master of the art of relationship management and I am
delighted he is now sharing his knowledge and experience with others." — Robert Hakeem,
Relationship Executive, Boston

Ever My Merlin
"The child must be named." A name can contain enormous power. But for Persie MerlinCrowley, the powerless daughter of famed magicals Harley Merlin and Wade Crowley, her
name hasn't given her much in terms of abilities. That is, until her eighteenth birthday comes
around and she Purges a gigantic Hydra that terrorizes the coven. How could that be possible,
if she's never cast a spell in her life? Then her mother reveals the deal she made with
Leviathan almost twenty years before--a deal that let the monster name her firstborn Persie. Or
rather, Persephone, as is her true name. He has given her the "gift" of Purging all manner of
beasts so that she may become the Queen of the Underworld like her namesake. Persie is left
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reeling. She's spent her life doodling monsters in the margins of notebooks and dreaming of faroff adventures. Now, she'll have to stay under her mother's supervision so her rogue Purges
don't wreak havoc. Unless she can find another way to control her powers When she learns
about The Basani Institute, a monster-hunting program in Ireland, she knows this is her one
chance. Alongside her Atlantean best friend and Uncle Finch's annoying kid, she sneaks out to
audition to become a monster hunter. But Leviathan's gift is one that never stops giving Buy
now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*

Harley Merlin 5
"Nineteen-year-old Harley Merlin can sense people's emotions, among other things. It's how
she snagged her first job pinpointing cheaters at a casino. But she has no clue where she got
these freakish powers because she spent her childhood jumping from home to home in the
foster system, and her father left her with nothing more than a cryptic note. Then she crosses
paths with a terrifyingly real monster. Which is when a mysterious and annoyingly arrogant
young warlock named Wade Crowley steps in, introducing her to a hidden world of magicals
and covens riddled with secrets--as well as clues about her murky past"--Back cover.

Hotbloods 2
Beyond the firewall lies a greater threat than Taimin and Selena could have foreseen. Taimin
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and Selena have destroyed the firewall that once trapped them in their dangerous wasteland.
But with their hard-fought freedom now comes a greater threat. Outside the wasteland, under
the same two scorching suns, live the bonded. This powerful ancient enemy will unleash a
destructive war on the wasteland's inhabitants, and Taimin knows it's a fight they cannot win.
When Zorn comes under attack, Selena uses all her power as a mystic to protect the white
city. Meanwhile Taimin's path takes him to Agravida, the capital of the advanced bonded
civilization--where he must work fast to find a weakness in a seemingly unbeatable enemy. To
save everyone in the wasteland from certain death, Taimin and Selena seek to contact their
ancestors in the stars. But will they reach them in time, and will their help be enough to turn the
tide? The existence of the world is in their hands

A Search for Starlight
A Tangle of Hearts
An invisible city rises from the depths, led by a new savior Prepare to expect the unexpected.
Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts.*
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